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Research into virtual field trips (VFTs) started in the 1990s but, only recently, the
maturing technology of devices and networks has made them viable options for
educational settings. By considering an experiment, the learning benefits of logging the
movement of students within a VFT are shown. The data are visualized by two
techniques: “animated path maps” are dynamic animations of students’ movement in a
VFT; “paint spray maps” show where students concentrated their visual attention and
are static. A technique for producing these visualizations is described and the
educational use of tracking data in VFTs is critically discussed.
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Introduction

The overriding view in UK Higher Education is that fieldwork training is vitally important

in a range of subjects including Geography, Ecology and Geology. Virtual field trips

(VFTs) have been suggested as a technique to support this field learning (Maskall &

Stokes, 2008). Examples of enhancement include preparing for a real field trip (Priestnall,

2009), aiding data collation in the evenings of a residential course (Dykes, Moore, &

Wood, 1999) and student-produced VFTs as a reporting medium (Eusden, Duvall, &

Bryant, 2012). VFTs have also been suggested as solutions to problems such as

accessibility for disabled students (Stumpf, Douglass, & Dorn, 2008); health and safety

issues (Stainfield, Fisher, Ford, & Solem, 2000) and locations that are impractical to

physically visit (Granshaw & Duggan-Haas, 2012).

An important, and so far largely overlooked, advantage of a VFT is that it is relatively

easy to track students’ movement within it. Such tracking produces a large amount of 4D

data (space with time), but if such data can be visualized effectively then they can provide

excellent insights about students’ learning within the VFT. To take a deliberately simple

example to aid explanation: where a student is learning to distinguish a volcano from a

mountain, a student may be asked to find a volcano in Google Earth (GE). To check that

any volcano-like landform she/he finds is not a mountain, the student must zoom in to

examine if it has a crater. Examining the student’s 4D track can prove that she/he zoomed

in appropriately and applied his/her knowledge correctly.

The technique of tracking students within a VFT is an example of learning analytics:

a rapidly growing field in which students’ interactions with learning software are recorded
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and analysed (Ferguson, 2012). The educational insights gained have the potential to

transform higher education (Siemens & Long, 2011). This study represents the first

application of learning analytic techniques to 4D data gathered from a VFT.

The primary purpose of this paper is to illustrate the potential of such 4D data to

enhance the understanding of students’ learning with data from an example experiment.

The secondary purpose is to describe two visualizations that can be applied to the data and

argue that they are effective. To support the secondary purpose, the paper also references a

proof-of-concept tool (Treves, 2014b), which readers may use to experiment with the

visualizations in a study area of their choice.

Students’ tracks have previously been recorded and analysed in 3D (2D space with

time) as we go on to describe in detail in the following section. It is therefore useful at this

point to classify VFTs into two groups based on the dimensionality of the learning

environment: avatar VFTs generally recreate the experience of being on a real field trip

such as exploration via walking or in a vehicle to study the geology of the Grand Canyon

(Dordevic & Wild, 2012). Tracks produced from an avatar VFT are 3D (2D with time).

More complex are bird’s eye view VFTs (BEVVFTs), which enable navigation in 3D

space with time and are in 4D.

In terms of visualizing tracking data, avatar VFTs producing 3D logs can be visualized

by avatar residence time maps (e.g. Chittaro & Ieronutti, 2004) amongst other techniques.

However, these visualization types cannot be applied to BEVVFTs because of the extra

dimension of data.

To date, two main techniques have been used to assess the value of VFTs: student

surveys (e.g. Dykes et al., 1999; Spicer & Stratford, 2001; Wentz, Vender, & Brewer,

1999) and/or testing (e.g. Lang, Lang, & Camodeca, 2012; Stumpf et al., 2008). Student

track logs within a VFT can produce behavioural insights into learning that are not

available from these two techniques. As such, they offer a potentially useful extra source

of information by which to judge students’ learning.

To be useful in practical learning situations, BEVVFTs have to be easy to create,

usable and robust. Technologies have developed that can be used to create VFTs

quickly and in high resolution (Granshaw & Duggan-Haas, 2012). In terms of

usability, preparing and using VFTs on a platform such as GE is easy enough that it

can be set as an undergraduate assignment (Eusden et al., 2012), whilst network speed

and hardware requirements of a typical VFT platform such as GE are those of a

typical household computer (Google, 2014). This enables educators to implement the

use of a BEVVFT in their teaching and be confident that it will operate for students

correctly.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we start by identifying relevant work in

the “Previous work” section. We then move on to describe the educational task we used in

the “Students exploring paleo-landscapes” section including a technical description. In the

“Visualizations” section, two visualizations are described and in the “Results” section,

they are applied to the experimental data. This is followed by “Discussion” and

“Conclusions” sections.

Previous work

Previous attempts to identify the opportunities and problems with using virtual reality to

illustrate geographical data informed our experimental design: Brodlie et al. (2002)

discuss a scale of immersion, with low immersion representing an environment such as a

series of text web pages and high immersion representing a virtual reality environment so
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visually detailed that users within one may involuntarily duck as they pass virtual objects

(Dykes, 2002). The authors propose that the characteristics chosen for the virtual reality

environment (which also applies to VFTs) should depend on the task; choosing a high

immersion VFT just because it is possible should be avoided (Gillings, 2002).

Kraak (2002) classifies virtual reality environments in terms of views: plan view (with

no tilt view such as a road map), model view (tilted view, such as a perspective view of 3D

buildings in a city) and world view, which is the same as an avatar VFT. The experimental

virtual setting we have created represents relatively high immersion with plan views of the

ground.

Avatar VFTs and BEVVFTs form a subset of 3D virtual learning environments

(VLEs) as defined by Dalgarno and Lee (2010). The authors criticize the literature on 3D

VLEs for being largely descriptive without showing evidence that the 3D nature of the

environment has produced learning benefits.

Tracking data have been gathered on avatars moving in 2D virtual space in games,

virtual museums and VFTs, with various different techniques used to visualize the data

(Börner & Penumarthy, 2003; Coulton, Bamford, Cheverst, & Rashid, 2008; Oda,

Thawonmas, & Chen,, 2009; Sookhanaphibarn, Thawonmas, Rinaldo, & Chen, 2011).

Most pertinent for visualizing our 4D data, Chittaro and Ieronutti (2004) split the floor of a

virtual museum into a grid of cells, recording the tracks of virtual visitors through the grid.

They produced a choropleth density map illustrating the residence time of visitors in a

particular cell. This approach has similarities to the paint spray map we discuss in greater

detail below.

Finally, an overview of learning analytics is given in Ferguson (2012). She identifies

the beneficiaries of learning analytics as students, tutors and institutions. She also explains

that learning analytics is currently focused on social interactions amongst students rather

than on interactions between students and educational content. She identifies a common

problem with tracking in learning environments of how to extract educational value from

large data-sets.

Students exploring palaeo-landscapes

As a basis for our VFT experiment, we prepared materials in GE to be played in the GE

API (Application Program Interface; i.e. within a browser) to teach experiment subjects

about palaeo-landscape features in a study area of the USA covering an area of hundreds of

square kilometres. The study site is a good example of where an actual field course would

be prohibitively expensive to run. Specifically, subjects were taught how to identify

palaeo-banks: topographical features a few metres high and from tens of metres to several

kilometres in length, which are remnants of the topography of dried-up lakes. They can be

recognized from the air as they form long curves and often occur in “swarms”, running

sub-parallel to each other (Figure 1).

There were 45 subjects in the experiment, split equally between the three groups we

later go on to describe. Subjects were student volunteers who received an honorarium

and the teaching did not form part of any assessed course. Subjects’ answers to

questions (discussed further below) and tracking data were logged and recorded on a

server.

The rest of the detail of the experiment is covered in three sections: basic design of the

experiment, description of the different condition groups and, finally, technical design of

the experiment. The steps of the experiment are:
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(1) Students watched a “GE tour” – a voice-narrated zoom-and-pan tour around GE.

Layers were turned on and off to explain to students how to navigate in GE and to

encourage subjects to zoom in and out in their searching.

(2) They watched a second tour about the geomorphological history of the study area

and how to identify palaeo-bank features.

(3) Students were asked to search for and identify a palaeo-bank feature in a marked

area of GE that had not formed part of the tour (Figure 2). The area was delimited

by a 3D “picture frame”. During this step, students’ latitude, longitude and altitude

were logged with time as they moved around GE.

(4) Following a prompt, they identified a palaeo-bank feature by clicking within GE.

(5) They completed a test about the educational content. Further discussion of this

step is omitted for reasons discussed below.

The combination of tour followed by search activity mitigates the problem of students

getting lost in virtual environments (discussed by Spicer & Stratford, 2001; Treves &

Bailey, 2012) whilst still engaging them in investigative problem solving. It is also

suspected that it encourages them to use zoom controls more than they would although

there was no control for this in our experiment, so we did not test this conjecture.

The experiment was designed to test learning differences between students split into

three conditions: “no exercise”, “non-guided” and “guided”. The subjects in the no

exercise condition group did not produce any tracking data, so they are not discussed

further beyond the summary in Table 1 (see explanation below).

The guided group had step 2 enhanced with extra learning scaffolding about how to

identify palaeo-banks. A graphical version of the extra advice they received in their GE

tour is shown in Figure 3. In step 3, they were shown three polygon guides (see Figure 2) to

investigate, one of which surrounded a palaeo-bank feature: the “target polygon”.

The non-guided group were shown a less detailed version of step 2 and had to identify

a palaeo-bank without the polygon guides. The differences between the condition groups

are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. White border marks part of a swarm of paleo-bank features. Copyright Google, USDA
Farm Service Agency.
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Technical problems reduced development time for the experiment with the outcome

that students all scored highly on the task in steps 4 and 5, rendering the test results

inconclusive. However, we did collect tracking data successfully in step 3, though not for

all students. These results show significant differences between subjects’ behaviour and

form the data-set that is discussed in the rest of this study. The experiment delivery, data

collection and processing were performed by programming the GE API in a browser to

interact with a server and then processing the data using an Excelw macro. A similar

alternative technique suitable for non-developers is detailed in Treves (2014b). This

second technique is outlined below:

(1) The student is instructed on a task to complete within a defined study area in GE

(the application).

(2) The student starts recording a GE tour and attempts to complete a search task.

Once done, they stop the tour recording.

Table 1. Summary of differences between condition groups for experimental steps.

Steps 1, 4 and 5 Step 2

Step 3

Condition Student tracked? Polygon guides visible?

No exercise No differences Normal No No
Non-guided No differences Normal Yes No
Guided No differences Enhanced Yes Yes

Figure 2. Study site as seen by subjects in the experiment (note that the blue path and black labels
were not visible). Copyright Google, USDA Farm Service Agency.
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(3) To visualize the 4D data, the student saves the tour as a GE file. This is sent to the

tutor for processing or could be processed by the student themselves.

(4) The tour is processed using the Excel macro and outputs Keyhole Markup

Language code that produces the two visualizations in GE described in the

“Visualizations” section. These are opened in the GE client for inspection.

This process produces similar 4D data to that from the GE API tool except for

producing a lower position sampling frequency. It should be noted that the Excel tool is a

proof-of-concept prototype and should be used with caution.

Visualizations

In this section, a description of how the two data visualizations are produced is given in

order to help interpretation of the results in the following section.

The paint spray map is produced by first splitting the study area into a grid: in our

experiment 60 £ 64 squares. Then the 4D tracking data are processed: for every second of

the data-set, a visual attention (VA) measure of one is evenly distributed amongst all the

cells visible on screen. The running total of VA is recorded as a separate variable for each

cell. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 4. An analogy is that the camera is considered

to be a paint spray can, which constantly sprays VA “paint” over the map. The depth of VA

in each cell is then mapped as a choropleth (Figure 5). Note that the visualization is

effective only if zooming must be used to solve the search task. If it can be successfully

completed without any zooming in, VA will remain constant across all cells.

Figure 3. A graphic version of the extra learning scaffolding that the guided group received via the
GE tour. Copyright Google, USDA Farm Service Agency.
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Figure 4. VA changes with altitude of camera.

Figure 5. A paint spray map example. VA values are mapped as per the key: other map elements as
per Figure 2. Note the polygon guides have been coloured black to aid visibility against the
choropleth shading. Copyright Google, USDA Farm Service Agency.
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The animated path map produces a 3D animation of the students’ camera during their

search (see Figure 6). It is complex to describe in text, so the reader is encouraged to view

an illustrative video and download sample data for experimentation in GE (Treves,

2014a).

To visualize the 4D data, the altitude is important as it allows the viewer to assess if the

student who produced the track was zoomed out at a certain point (looking at a general

view of the study area) or zoomed in (examining some geographical feature in detail). The

animated path map accentuates altitude by use of the linked graph. Note that the altitude

was reduced by a factor of 10 to improve visibility of the data at the data processing stage.

This improves the visibility of the 3D “fence” without affecting the shape of the graph,

which is automatically scaled. Also, altitude was plotted against distance along path not

against time. We discuss this point in more detail in the “Discussion” section.

Dragging the mouse across this graph produces a hairline graph and a corresponding

red arrow marker in the map screen. A purely static version of the map without the

hairline/arrow controls would be difficult to interpret because the path of the camera

through space is usually complex.

Figure 6. An animated path map. Top: 3D student track through space is shown as a “fence” and
red arrow marks a specific location. Bottom: altitude (vertical axis) is plotted against distance along
path with the hairline corresponding to the location of the red arrow on the path in the top section.
Note that purple text and annotations were added to clarify the visualization just for the figure. Other
on-screen text is difficult to read but is not necessary for interpretation.
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Results

The experimental data for the non-guided and guided condition groups were processed to

produce paint spray maps for each individual student and also a collated version for each

sub-group. Technical problems limited the successful logging of data to seven students in

the guided group and five students in the non-guided group. The results are shown in

Figures 7 and 8. Note that the maps shown were cropped just inside the picture frame

shown in Figure 5 and a white base inserted to aid clarity.

The animated path map would be very complex to illustrate in a static figure and, as it

has a more minor supporting role to the paint spray map (see later discussion), only data

for one student (Figure 6) have been processed.

Discussion

Comparison between the guided and non-guided groups visualized in Figures 7 and 8

reveals that the polygon guides visible only to the guided group (black, Figure 7) had a

strong effect on the subjects. Subjects in the guided group clearly focused their search

within the guides, whereas searching in the non-guided group (Figure 8, note that

dashed grey polygons were invisible to subjects) was less focused and more prone to

occur in unjustified areas (outside the distractor polygons). Counter-intuitively,

examining the individual paint spray maps reveals that the subjects who searched the

least are in the non-guided group (n2 and n3). The guides appear to have had the

unexpected effect of encouraging the majority of the guided subjects to examine all

three guided polygons.

Figure 7. Multiple paint spray maps for the seven students in the guided group. Collated results
bottom right. Note that colour palette applied differs between collated and other multiples. The
central target polygon contains a palaeo-bank whereas the other two “guide” polygons do not.
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Beyond this comparison of the two different groups, Table 2 describes five educational

insights that the authors have interpreted from the results that would not have been gained

by other techniques.

Such analysis can be easily performed by any tutor if paint spray maps are available to

them and may be possible for students as well. Suggestions of how this could benefit

learning are listed below, with examples from the experimental results to illustrate the

points:

(1) The tutor could discuss with the student their individual performance using their

personal paint spray map; for example, was student n5 disorientated in the eastern

part of the study area?

(2) A student could use his/her personal paint spray map to compare his/her

performance with the collated search results of the group and the “answer” (target

polygon Figure 7); for example, student n2 has not searched enough.

By comparing their individual map with the collated map, they can see that

there were many areas that their peers examined which they did not.

(3) The tutor could reflect on how to improve the exercise; for example, examination

of the collated paint spray maps from the guided and non-guided groups shows

that the guide polygons used by the guided group (Figure 7) are probably making

the task too easy.

A particular benefit of the paint spray map for tutors is that it is static, so once she/he is

used to interpreting the choropleth density shading, she/he can rapidly evaluate many

students’ paint spray maps. This speed scanning benefit is far less important for individual

students who will only really examine their own map.

Figure 8. Multiple paint spray maps for the five students in the non-guided group. Collated results
bottom right. Note that colour palette applied differs between collated and other multiples. The grey
dashed polygons are for interpretation purposes and were not visible to this group during the
experiment.
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Turning to consider the educational value of the animated path map, it is of less use for

a tutor as it must be interacted with to be understood and therefore cannot be evaluated

rapidly. However, it may be useful to check interpretations of the paint spray map where

the tutor wants more information, e.g. investigating the tracks of specific students listed in

insights three and five of Table 2. Marsh (2007, p. 254) found that non-domain experts are

significantly less skilled than domain experts at interpreting geovisualizations. This

suggests that students will probably struggle to interpret the more symbolized paint spray

map and may well prefer the animated path map.

The animated path map could be enhanced by using a time versus altitude graph rather

than the distance versus altitude plot that is currently shown. This would allow the user to

track periods when the camera was stationary during the search.

A limitation of both the paint spray and animated path maps is that they only work if

the camera is not tilted. This is not an issue in flat topography such as in the experiment,

but in mountainous topography it is useful to tilt the camera to enhance understanding of

perspective and scale (Wood, 2002). Visualizing VA in a BEVVFT that allows tilting

would be possible but would require much more complex programming to work.

To make the experiment easier, our VFT was kept simple. In a true educational

situation, it could be criticized as students could learn to identify a palaeo-bank by just

applying simple heuristics without a deeper understanding of the geographical principles

concerned. Johnson, Lang, and Zophy (2011) correctly criticizes other GE-based VFTs for

a lack of attention to the deeper learning needs of students. However, it is believed that 4D

tracking data can also be used to analyse deep learning activities. As an example, students

could be organized to search for a palaeo-bank and submit examples to a group forum.

An activity encouraging deeper learning would be to get the students to assess each other’s

marked locations and rank them in terms of quality. This would generate paint spray maps

of individual students’ visits to assess other students’ examples and the tutor could view

tracking data to judge in what detail they examined each other’s work.

Table 2. Learning insights and descriptions for the paint spray maps, refer to Figures 7 and 8.

Learning Insight Evidence

1 Picture frame construction is effective in
mostly limiting students to the study area

No VA shading outside the inner edge of
picture frame on individual paint spray maps

2 All students zoomed in at least once whilst
searching. This is a necessary action to
complete the search

All students produced high-density VA
shading

3 Majority of students kept on task and did not
show evidence of becoming disoriented

Only student n5 showed evidence of
significant attention being spent outside areas
that were worthy of attention: that is, outside
of the grey dashed polygons in Figure 8

4 Students n2 and n3 failed to search beyond
the target area. It is possible that the students
have not searched widely enough

VA shading on individual paint spray maps

5 Compared to n2 and n3, student n1 has been
very thorough in his/her searching

Student n1 has scanned the area at altitude,
viewing all the likely features (inside
distractor polygons), and investigated the
target in detail in two locations (middle and
bottom screen)
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Conclusion

In this paper, 4D tracking data (three spatial, one time) have been gathered from students

moving through a BEVVFT based in GE and has been visualized in two formats: as paint

spray maps and animated path maps. Despite the low numbers of students in the study, the

data have revealed five learning insights (Table 2) that were gained by analysis of

students’ track logs visualized by the paint spray map. A simplified technique to collect

and analyse 4D data generated in the GE client has been described that enables others to

repeat the important parts of the experiment (Treves, 2014b).

It has been suggested that the visualizations could be best used in three ways: tutors

could review student track data in BEVVFTs with individual students; by students

reviewing their own performance compared to collated group performance and by tutors

reviewing the effectiveness of their BEVVFT design.

The visualizations are considered to be of clear benefit to tutors, but the motivation for

students to use the visualizations is probably less strong at this stage of development as

students’ use of feedback is complex (Gibbs, Simpson, & Macdonald, 2003); careful

pedagogical design and iteration will probably be required to ensure effective student

engagement with the visualizations. However, the potential gains could be considerable

given the success of student feedback delivered by similar VLE dashboards (Arnold &

Pistilli, 2012).

Avatar VFTs, BEVVFTs and other 3D learning environments have suffered from lack

of pedagogical evaluation (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). Collecting 4D data and using the

visualizations designed for this study provide an important new technique for tutors to

assess the pedagogical benefits of VFTs.

Considering the educational effectiveness of the visualizations, they are easy to

interpret and capture an objective measure of what students actually did within a VFT.

This is a very useful complement to students reporting what they did, which is often useful,

but necessarily subjective. The paint spray map is considered to be the more effective of

the two maps because tutors need to assess students’ learning rapidly and this visualization

is static. In addition, the ability to collate and then visualize data from groups of students is

very powerful, especially when a tutor wishes to assess how a BEVVFT could be

improved.

A key factor in the success of the experimental tracking was to keep the learning

BEVVFT simple, which meant it was relatively easy to filter and visualize the data

(cf. Kraak, 2002). Since a significant problem with analysing learning analytics data-sets is

their large size (Ferguson, 2012), the tendency to design them to be overly complex

(Gillings, 2002) should be avoided.

In the experiment, only one interaction was allowed during the search period: students

marked the position of the palaeo-bank at the end of their search. A more sophisticated

tracking system would gather data on multiple interactions during a search or activity.

This would open up the possibilities of introducing online field notebooks and

cross-referencing students’ note-taking with their explorations around a VFT (Spicer &

Stratford, 2001) but, as has been noted, this may impact the ability to easily visualize

the data.
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